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Network traffic classification is a vital task for service operators, network engineers, and security specialists to manage network
traffic, design networks, and detect threats. Identifying the type/name of applications that generate traffic is a challenging task as
encrypting traffic becomes the norm for Internet communication. -erefore, relying on conventional techniques such as deep
packet inspection (DPI) or port numbers is not efficient anymore.-is paper proposes a novel flow statistical-based set of features
that may be used for classifying applications by leveraging machine learning algorithms to yield high accuracy in identifying the
type of applications that generate the traffic. -e proposed features compute different timings between packets and flows. -is
work utilises tcptrace to extract features based on traffic burstiness and periods of inactivity (idle time) for the analysed traffic,
followed by the C5.0 algorithm for determining the applications that generated it. -e evaluation tests performed on a set of real,
uncontrolled traffic, indicated that the method has an accuracy of 79% in identifying the correct network application.

1. Introduction

In the context of the ever-increasing network activity and
reliance on the Internet, monitoring and characterising web
traffic is critical for network administrators for operational
and security activities. A number of directions were ex-
plored, such as establishing what websites the users are
interested in, how much traffic is generated by specific
applications, and whether these applications or services can
be controlled in terms of network resource demands [1]. -e
research community proposed a number of alternatives,
with earlier studies focusing on port-based approaches and
deep packet inspection. However, these methods failed to
identify applications as they currently use dynamic/well-
known ports such as port 80 or encrypted methods such as
SSL/TLS [2, 3]. In recent years, studies have focused on using
statistical features approach for identifying traffic associated

with applications based on machine learning algorithms [4].
-is method relies on the characteristics of IP flows such as
the number of packets in a flow and size and duration of a
flow which reflect unique patterns for applications. -e
aforementioned method was considered flexible for
emerging traffic as it utilises the network level (packet
header) with promising results rather than the application
level (packet contents) [5].

For better classification decisions, the prior art proposed
either new machine learning algorithms (MLA) or novel
feature-based approaches. -e majority of previous studies
in the domain of traffic classification focused upon in-
troducing new MLA, and little attention has been given to
the extraction of new features. To this end, this study aims to
explore the potential of extracted new features subset and
find out whether these features have a positive impact on the
system performance.-e new features need to be sufficiently
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discriminative in order to distinguish between applications.
-e proposed approach focuses on classifying web-based
applications such as Facebook and YouTube, which use the
network/Internet to manage requests from a client to an
application server rather than network-specific utilities/
protocols such as SMTP and FTP. Identifying the optimal
features for applications reduces the potentially large di-
mensionality and might be useful to improve the system
performance [6]. -e proposed features were extracted from
real data, which were collected from a group of 20 users at
the University of Plymouth for two months, using tcptrace
tool and evaluated with the C5.0 algorithm [7]. -e data
were labelled based on DNS queries and IP addresses for
each examined application, which was identified from our
previous studies [8, 9].

-e rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
discusses the state-of-the-art traffic classification approaches
in more detail to provide a review of the limitations of
present techniques. Section 3 highlights the proposed
method and analysis and introduces the feature set. Section 4
presents the results using C5.0 algorithm, and Section 5
concludes the paper with a summary of achievements.

2. Related Work

As mentioned in the introductory section, the classification
of applications has received significant interest from the
research community in recent years. -is section summa-
rises previously proposed classification techniques and their
limitations.

2.1. TrafficClassificationTechniques. In the early days of the
Internet, its applications were identified easily based only
upon port number [10]. IANA [11] assigned protocols to
well-known transport layer ports; therefore, the identifi-
cation process was merely based upon matching the port
number in the packet header with the table containing the
port applications. Due to the continuous growth of In-
ternet applications, standard ports are no longer used;
instead, they have been moved towards a web-based front-
end or have used dynamic ports [2]. Consequently, this
method becomes inaccurate when identifying applications
and typical performance ranges between 30 and 70%,
depending on the mix of traffic, and this includes a number
of applications to be identified [12]. Following from the
improvement in processing power, deep packet inspection
(DPI) [13] was then the preferred choice, as it identifies
signatures of applications or protocols based on the
content of the packets. DPI also became inefficient as most
traffic nowadays is encrypted. Moreover, it breaches the
privacy of the users and did not scale well from a com-
putational perspective with the increase in core network
speed [3, 14].

-e research community therefore introduced two
techniques to avoid these limitations, focusing on host
behaviour and statistical methods. -e former technique is
based on the idea that hosts generate different communi-
cation patterns at the transport layer; by extracting these

behavioural patterns, activities and applications can be
classified. Although the method showed acceptable per-
formance (over 90%) [15] and it can detect the application
type, it could not correctly identify the application names,
classifying both Yahoo and Gmail as e-mail [16]. In con-
trast, high accuracy was achieved (over 95%) by applying
the latter approach of statistical methods [17–20], using
statistical features derived from the packet header, such as
number of packets, packet size, interarrival packets time,
and flow duration with the aid of machine learning algo-
rithms. -e advantage of using ML algorithms is that they
can be used in real-time environments to provide rapid
application detection with high accuracy. For instance, the
authors of [21] used the Naı̈ve Bayes techniques with the
statistical features to identify traffic. Other ML algorithms
utilised were Bayesian neural networks, support vector
machines, and decision trees [7, 22, 23]. In [7], the author
used a C5.0 decision tree algorithm to classify seven ap-
plications with average accuracy over 99%. However, the
process of feature selection, which must be flexible to the
network circumstances, is a critical point in the construc-
tion of a classifier [6].

Given this classification, the statistical differences
between interarrival times of packets and flows approach
outlined in this work strengthen the behavioural and
statistical methods by considering arrival times of packets
and flows as discriminating features among applications.
-e authors in [24] proved that there is variability
(burstiness) in network traffic by using a measure called
index of variability. -e hypothesis that timing can be
used to discriminate between applications was also put
forward in [25], which highlighted that applications
generate different behaviour based on statistical features
relating to the timing of packets arriving. More details
about burstiness were proposed in [26], which defines it
in two levels. -e first level was called a small-time scale
flight (STF) which means that the interarrival times of
packets occur within a predefined time T (a constant
threshold in the range of 5–10milliseconds). -e second
level is a large-time scale flight (LTF), defined as larger
interarrival times of packets with a value of 40–
1,000 milliseconds. A different number of bursts would be
generated for each category based on the value of the
threshold.

From an efficiency perspective, it should be noted that
the statistical approach is appropriate for traffic classification
as it can deal with encrypted traffic, which nowadays has
become dominant, and it can adapt to real-time traffic. In
our previous studies [8, 9], we proposed a set of attributes
based on burstiness and idle time; six applications were used
to evaluate our features with the aid of C5.0 method, the
results showed high accuracy in identifying six applications
over 97%.

2.2. Splitting Traffic Based on DNS Requests. Given the di-
minishing success of port analysis and DPI, traffic clas-
sification can also be based on DNS analysis. -e authors
of [27, 28] focused on the volume and variety of DNS
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queries generated from both clients and servers, aiming to
observe the effect of caching mechanisms on the client
side. Other studies, such as [29, 30], exploited the DNS
information to reveal malware activities. Furthermore, the
authors in [31] used DNS queries to classify traffic by
matching keywords in the domain names table with the
collected flows of traffic. -ese labelled flows were cat-
egorised based on domain name similarity, and the aim
was to break down the traffic volume. Similarly, the study
[32] utilised DNS to tag flows by capturing the first packet
of each flow and exploiting the domain name which was
separated into keywords to form vectors for each appli-
cation. Also, they used the port number and transport
application name as features to classify applications. -ey
claimed that the provided DNS information could be
useful to identify more than 30% of traffic. In [33, 34], the
authors used DNS to label flows based on the keywords
available after resolving IP addresses. Otherwise, the flows
would be classified based on selected attributes and with
the aid of machine learning to improve accuracy. Another
study [35] collected large traffic from University of
Auckland and it found that about 10% of their observed
TCP traffic did not use DNS lookups and neither did about
85% of UDP lookups.

Using a similar scenario, the authors in [36] argued
that traffic could be classified based on the IP address and
hostname. Although the results showed that up to 55% of
web traffic could be identified based on the proposed
method, it also had a high accuracy in identifying appli-
cations such as WhatsApp, Twitter, and Dropbox. Based
on the long-term monitoring, the authors concluded that
the IP addresses of servers associated with each application
remain stable for short periods, but they change over long
periods. -e study recommended updating and checking
the IP addresses frequently for the methods that rely on IP
addresses as a key feature. Similarly, the authors in [37]
proposed a method to label websites based on server IP
addresses. Firstly, they collected data from different users
working on the same website to ensure that the server IP
address belongs to the same application, and then they
built a ground truth of IP addresses for specific applica-
tions and used it to classify a mix of traffic flows. -e
method showed good results when considering DNS
queries. Following the same line of research, the authors in
[38] used IP server addresses to group traffic applications
to study the user activities, and the authors in [39, 40]
claimed that the IP address represents an informative
feature. In [1], the authors claimed that traffic could be
classified based on DNS, and they proved that a majority of
traffic could be resolved, such as HTTP and HTTPS
generated traffic, except P2P applications.

From previous studies, we conclude that DNS in-
formation and IP addresses could be active factors in
classifying applications. We need to look into these attri-
butes for each application and check if they are unique and
robust when presented with the variable network environ-
ment. -e next section focuses on the concept of burstiness
and idle time and how burstiness-related features may be
generated from tcptrace [41].

3. Proposed Method and Features

As concluded from the prior art, the statistical approach is
a robust and reliable approach, allowing efficient network-
based (packet header) rather than application-based
(packet contents) analysis. Extracting the most discrimi-
native features that characterise applications remains the
key to success in this approach without being biased by
either user or network circumstances such as congestion
and delay.

-is paper aims at identifying an additional set of fea-
tures that can be used to discriminate between applications,
based on the statistical differences between interarrival times
of packets and flows. We focus in particular on burstiness,
which defines closely spaced data exchanges, such as objects
on the same page, and idle periods, which separate longer-
term transactions, such as moving from one page to another
when the user is browsing a website. -e assumption that we
make is that different applications produce different dis-
tributions of packet size, duration, distribution of the bursts,
and idle time parameters. Consequently, Internet applica-
tions behave inherently different, generating different
amounts of data, creating various connections and timing
patterns between the generated packets and flows, beyond
the generic distribution of connections for overall traffic
[42]. For instance, streaming a video on Netflix versus e-mail
checking or using social media could lead to significantly
different packet arrival patterns and hence a slightly different
burstiness signature.

-e following example explains the concept of burst-
iness and how it may be used to discriminate the behaviour
of Internet applications. When a user is browsing an
application, for instance, the BBC news website (https://
www.bbc.com/news), the session would consist of some
pages that the user chooses to visit. Within each page, the
browser will be requesting and downloading the objects
embedded in the page, some on the same site and some
hosted on other sites. From a timing perspective, the
download of objects on a page would appear as a burst of
connections, followed by a period of inactivity (idle time)
while the user reads the page until he/she decides to click
on a link and load another page. Figure 1 shows how the
group of packets forms a burst based on interpacket arrival
time and inactivity of time between bursts. -is burstiness
phenomenon could be happen within packets or flows. In
this study, the burstiness concept will be defined in two
levels, the first level is in the context of packet analysis and
the second level is in the context of flow analysis.

3.1. Packet Analysis. In a packet-based analysis, the bursts
and idle times would be formed based on the interarrival
times for packets during the connection between the client
and server. -is level was defined in [43] as a group of
consecutive packets with shorter interarrival delays than
the packets arriving before or after them. Given one of the
two unidirectional data flows within a connection, a
burst_threshold (T) is defined as a maximum time delay
between the arrivals of two consecutive packets that belong
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to the same burst. Similarly, idle_threshold (I) is defined
the distance between groups of packets of interarrival time
at which could be identified the idle time that separates two
consecutive data exchanges and could be defined as I. In
order to provide a meaningful description of the in-
teractions, the analysis must establish the values for Tand I
and whether they should be constant or dynamic. A
previous study [26] proposed two ranges for T, of 5ms–
10ms and 40ms–1 s. Another study [43] proposed two
different scenarios for the value of T; the first one was
dynamic, which means different values could be for T,
while the second scenario was fixed without proposing any
values for T. In order to get an image of the range of time
values for the protocol interaction, Figure 2 shows the
interpacket arrival time for five applications. Most dis-
tributions of the interpacket arrival time fall under
1 second, except for YouTube that falls under 0.5 seconds.
Accordingly, the burst_threshold could be set to 1 second,
while the idle threshold was set to 10 seconds. While the
application does indeed exhibit a different signature in
terms of packet arrival distribution, user behaviour may
also influence this distribution, particularly in relation to
long-term activity, as idle times are a factor of user be-
haviour too. -e idle time could be varied according to the
behaviour of the user when he/she moves from one page to
another. As shown in previous studies, the distribution of
timing for user connections may be used as a discriminant
among users [38, 44]. However, while users may introduce
a level of noise in the distribution, a sufficiently large data
sample would allow determining the benefits and limita-
tions of the method. Prior studies, such as [45], utilised idle
time values typically ranging from 10 seconds to 5minutes,
the idle_threshold (I) proposed to set 10 seconds. As
shown in Figure 1, many features could be extracted from
each flow and each direction such as a total number of
bursts in the direction a-b/b-a, the total number of packets
within bursts for each direction, and the total size of bursts
in bytes in each direction. -e pseudocode in Algorithm 1
summarises the estimation of bursts and idle time between
packets and for each flow. For each packet arrival, the
interarrival time is compared with the two burstiness
thresholds to determine whether the packet is part of a new
burst or session. -e possible features that could be
extracted from the pseudocode are described in Table 1,
each of the inputs in the table is a pair of variables, one for
the a-to-b direction and one for the b-to-a direction, where
a refers to the client side and b refers to the server side.

3.2. Flow Analysis. -e same concept was applied to cal-
culate the burst and idle time between flows. -e calculation
was measuring time differences between the initial times of
flows and subsequent flows, which are calculated from the
first packet of each flow. -e timestamp of the first packet
time of the first flow is subtracted from the timestamp of the
first packet time of the second flow; if the time difference is
less than 1 s, then a burst is formed. Otherwise, if the time
difference is more than 10 s, then the period is considered an
idle time. Table 2 summarises burst-based features.

3.3. ConventionalAnalysis. In our experiment, the proposed
features are compared with the previous ones to show the
effects of the proposed method in distinguishing between
applications. -ese features were calculated for each di-
rection of flow as shown in Table 3.

3.4. Splitting Traffic. In our earlier studies [8, 9], data
collection was based on controlled application usage, with
users being given instructions of what to do, which ap-
plications to use, and for how long. -e users were asked to
browse these applications separately. Hence, the data were
collected per application and dumped in labelled files.
Accordingly, from each application file, the destination IP
address was extracted and dumped in separated files. For
this paper, a real data traffic was collected and the DNS
requests were used to identify which application is
requested. We acknowledge that DNS may not be the most
accurate method, but it allowed testing the accuracy of our
method. In addition to the automatic allocation to ap-
plications, after each request, IP addresses were extracted
for three seconds to update the IP address files, finally
matching between traffic flows and the IP address files and
storing the matched traffic in files based on each appli-
cation. -ese two mechanisms were to label data with the
applications which will be the input to the classifier and to
examine the proposed features.

4. Experimental Methodology

A high-level architecture of the proposed system is presented
in Figure 3, which highlights the key components of the
application identification scheme. Firstly, a real traffic was
collected from twenty hosts in an office environment for
over two months. Afterwards, the packet trace was parsed to
read the captured DNS requests, and the name was used to
identify the application type, such as Google or BBC news.
Also, the packet trace was analysed by tcptrace to generate
flows with proposed and conventional features. Finally, the
resulting flows were labelled based on IP address, which was
then fitted into a C5.0 classifier. -e following subsections
provide more detail on the methodology.

4.1.DataCollection. -e raw data traffic was collected from
a lab in the University of Plymouth between May and July
2018 from a group of 20 PhD students. -e data were
collected using a tcpdump tool via a network-based

Burst1 Burst2 Burst3 Burst4
X-axis

Interarrival
time

Idle time1 Idle time2 Idle time3
Packet arrival time

Figure 1: Definition of bursts and idle time.
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Figure 2: -e distribution of interpacket arrival times for five applications.

burst_threshold� 1 s
idle_threshold� 10 s
initialise burst and idle time parameters
while packets arriving
do
calculate interarrival_time
if interarrival_time< burst_threshold
current_burst ++
current_session ++

else
burst_counter ++
current_burst� 1
if interarrival_time> idle_threshold

current_session� 1
session_counter ++
idle_time +� interarrival_time

fi
fi

done

ALGORITHM 1: Estimation of packet bursts and idle time.

Table 1: Burstiness and idle time features amongst packets (for each direction).

Feature Description

Bursts Total number of bursts between packets for each
direction

Packets-in-burst Total number of packets in bursts for each direction
Burst-size Total bytes for bursts for each direction
Burst-size-b/Burst-size-a -e ratio between burst-size-b and burst-size-a
Burst-duration -e time duration of bursts for each direction

Burst-duration-a/Packet-a -e ratio between burst duration and number of all
packets in bursts

Burst-duration-b/Packet-b -e ratio between burst duration and number of all
packets in bursts

Idle-time -e accumulation of inactive time for all packets

Idle-time-data -e accumulation of inactive time for only data
packets
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method and were divided into 24 samples per day; each
sample represented a one-hour traffic of pcap format
which is suitable to be input to the tcptrace tool; this
division reduces the size and processing time of each
sample.

4.2. DNS Enquires. -e collected data were packet-based,
which contain DNS queries; the content of the DNS requests is
used to identify applications. In each DNS packet request, there
is a keyword that refers to the requested application. For in-
stance, the keywords for BBC news and YouTube are bbc.co.uk

Table 2: Burstiness and idle time features for flow analysis.

Feature Description
Burst-no Total number of bursts between flows for each session

Flows-no Total number of flows within all bursts for each
session

Packets-no Total number of packets within all bursts for each
session

Packets-data-no Total number of data packets within all bursts for
each session

Burst-size -e total size of all bursts in bytes for each session
Average-burst-size -e average size of all bursts for each session
Burst-duration -e total time duration for all bursts

Burst-duration/burst-no -e ratio between burst duration and the total
number of bursts for each session

Burst-idle-time -e total inactive time between flows for each session

Table 3: Conventional features proposed by previous studies.

Features Description
Packets Total number of packets
Data_packets Total number of data packets
Flags_packets Total number of TCP flag packets
First_packet -e size of the first packet

Flow_duration -e time of the last packet subtracted by the time of
the first packet

Inter_arrival_time -e time duration of each direction divided by the
total number of packets

Packets_b/packets_a A ratio of received packets to transmitted packets

Data_packets_b/data_packets_a A ratio of receiving of data packets to transmitted
data packets

Flags_packets_b/Flags_packets_a A ratio of received of flags packets to transmitted of
flags packets

Packets trace Flows 

Application 1
Application 2

.

.
Application 9

Decision tree
(C5.0)

DNS enquires
(application requests) Features extraction

BBC news
.
.

Facebook
.
.

YouTube
.
.

Basic features, burst
and idle time features

Matching IP flow with IP 
files

IP files

Figure 3: Proposed traffic classification methodology.
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and youtube.com, respectively. A Python script is used to read
the DNS request from the user and tag the time of the ap-
plication requested. -ree seconds after each request usually
belong to the same application as noticed from the monitoring
the traffic. -erefore, the IP addresses for this period were
tagged as well for the same requested application. -is process
partitions the traffic into many applications considering the
specific time stamp of each request which is essential in the next
stage.

4.3. Feature Extraction (Packet Analysis). -e collected In-
ternet traffic was analysed using the tcptrace tool [41]. -e
tool takes packets as input and output flows that are sharing
the same five tuples (source IP address, source port number,
destination IP address, destination port number, and pro-
tocol). -e concept of burstiness and idle time was imple-
mented in this tool to generate the desired features; the script
was written inside the tool to extract the packet features.
Moreover, features that were proposed by other studies were
extracted from the same tool. In this stage, three types of
flows were classified; firstly, all flows which were extracted
with packet-based features, secondly, some flows were
tagged with time and name of applications, and finally, most
flows were tagged as unknown flows.

4.4. IP Address Matching. -e uncontrolled data were
analysed as shown in the previous subsection into flows that
contained known flows based on reading the DNS requests
plus the three seconds after the requests. -erefore, the
matching process started with reading the known flows to
determine the application name and afterwards fetching the
specified file of the IP addresses for that application. Sec-
ondly, matching the unknown flows with the specified file
until the end of the flow trace and tag them as known flows.
Finally, dumping known flows in separated files and la-
belling them according to the application name. Based on
previous studies, the IP files are subjected to change con-
tinuously by the owners of applications for security reasons.
-erefore, updating these addresses is essential, but it must
be automatic and during the identification process. -e
results are nine applications with details in Table 4. As seen
from the results, the application that was most frequently
used by the users was the Gmail, against very low usage for
Yahoo mail. -e application identification accuracy of the
proposed features versus traditional ones was evaluated
using three feature sets. -e first set included features
suggested by previous studies as introduced in Table 3; the
second set contained the burstiness and idle time features
proposed by this paper, as presented in Tables 1 and 2, while
the third set included the full list of inputs from the other
two. Cross-validation technique was used for training and
testing a model with three folds as ratio 2/1, respectively.
Cross validation is a statistical method that divides data into
equal folds, one fold used for validating the model, and the
others used for training it. In each new round, a different
fold is used for validating the model so that the training can
be shown to be effective across different datasets. During the
process, each fold will be used for validation once. -is

technique is used to evaluate the performance of machine
learning model by testing the model on unseen data to avoid
overfitting and underfitting problems. -is technique par-
titioned the data into three equal parts, and the model was
trained on two parts of the data and tested on the remaining
part.-e process was repeated three times, and the error was
calculated by taking the average of all errors. -e classifi-
cation algorithm was applied to all three feature sets with six
different boosting values (0, 10, 15, 20, 50, and 100). -e
boosting refers to algorithms that apply weak classifiers to
build a strong classifier by combining the results. -e al-
gorithm gives all records the same weight and applies a
sequence of iterations of classification; the misclassified
records increase their weight, while the weight of the right
classified records is reduced. Finally, a strong classifier is
created from incorporating the individual ones with the best
tuning for the parameters to avoid overfitting. -e results in
Table 5 indicate low accuracy for set1 compared to set2 as the
burstiness features to increase the efficiency of the classifier
in discriminating the different applications. Combining both
sets showed considerable improvement in classification
accuracy peaking at 79.68% at boost 10.

-e proposed features show the ability to better dis-
criminate between the applications in comparison with the
other parameters, which enhances the classifier capability.
Table 6 shows the comparison between basic and burstiness
features for the most attributes that were used by C5.0
classifier.-e burstiness attributes reported maximum usage
in segregating the applications.-is is another indicator that
the classifier strongly relied on the proposed features because
they provide high discrimination between applications.

4.5. Confusion Matrix. -e accuracy, as presented in the
previous section, represents only the ratio of correctly
classified samples versus all samples. In order to further
analyse the performance of the classifier, Table 7 presents a
confusion matrix for the observed data, which is presented
in Table 4. Rows of the matrix represent predicted samples of
each application and columns represent the actual samples.
For example, the actual samples for Gmail are 289, which are
a summation of a first column, 198 samples are predicated
correctly, while the other samples are predicted as false-
positives for different applications. On the contrary, the row
for Gmail represented a predication of other applications
and classified as false-negative for Gmail application. -e
overall performance of the classifier is high for all

Table 4: Overall results for classification of the observed data.

Application Flows Duration (h) Number of samples
BBC news 3,150 1.6 6
Facebook 98,210 33.1 287
Google 59,422 88.5 892
Yahoo mail 6,795 0.8 9
YouTube 66,500 76.5 714
Gmail 1,448,392 143 870
Amazon 23,975 6.6 34
Plymouth.ac.uk 24,225 42.5 286
Bing 10,324 17.2 110
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applications except for Google applications (i.e., Gmail,
YouTube, and Google search engine). Out of the total tested
samples, it was observed that Yahoo mail, Amazon, and BBC
news recorded optimal accuracy and that University of
Plymouth website recorded lowest rate of false-negatives.
-e reason for obtaining high classification accuracy for
these applications could be attributed to the fact that they
have unique behaviours, distinct from the others. On the
contrary, Google applications (Gmail, YouTube, and Goo-
gle) performed the worst in terms of classification, as they
belong to the same company and they were misclassified as
each other. Overall, the accuracy of all applications was
satisfactorily high.

5. Conclusion

-is study proposed a novel set of features based on
interarrival times between packets and flows, most specifi-
cally burstiness and idle time, for application identification.
From the experimental results, the proposed features out-
perform the traditional features that were proposed by
previous studies; furthermore, higher accuracy is achieved
when combining both proposed and traditional features. A
modified tcptrace tool was used to extract the new features,
and a C5.0 classifier was used to detect applications based
on real data collection. Overall, accuracy was more than
79%; however, some applications resulted in low accuracies
such as Google, Gmail, and YouTube as they belong to the
same owner. One of the limitations of this work was that

constructing the truth table for application membership of
flows relied on IP addresses and DNS. Unfortunately, due to
the underlying CDN hosting of different applications, this
classification led to inaccurate results. Moreover, the data
traffic was collected at the University of Plymouth and from
managed computers owned by the university and included
many web-based services that introduced noise in the col-
lected data. On the contrary, comparing results with previous
studies that reported high accuracy, most had classified traffic
either according to network protocols such as FTP, IMAP,
and HTTP or as per the application class such as e-mail, P2P,
and streaming. Protocol, port number, or class-based traffic is
generally easy to identify, and hence, the reported accuracy is
also usually high. However, reviewing literature, very few
studies such as [46] have classified traffic according tomodern
applications (i.e., Facebook and Google services). Moreover,
these studies relied on the DPI method for labelling traffic in
which they used a supervised approach for traffic classifica-
tion. DPI had been considered trustworthy by such studies
[47, 48] until 2009 where a study in [49] claimed that libraries
of DPI are unreliable. Nowadays, current applications are
web-based and become almost encrypted; therefore, the DPI
method cannot cope with modern services as it is based on
matching payload patterns, IP address, and port number [46].
Future work will primarily consider larger datasets with
different types of applications and more end users in order to
fully investigate the performance of the proposed work.
Moreover, future work will also focus on recognizing new
applications that emerge over time by applying the proposed

Table 6: Attribute usage in C 5.0 classifier.

Basic features usage (75-100)%
data_packets[min, max], flow_duration[mean, min], flags_packets[mean, min, max], inter_arrival_time_data[sd, min]
Burstiness features usage (75-100)%
burst_size_bytes[md, min, mean], burst_no[sd, min], idle_time_data[mean, min, sd], pkt_data_count[min, mean], pkt_count[min, sd],
inter_arrival_time_burst_conns[min, sd], inter_arrival_time_burst[mean, max], burst_size_bytes_data[max, min, mean], burst_duration
[sd, mean], burst_data_no[min]

Table 5: Average accuracies with different feature sets using 3-fold cross validation.

Boosting 0 10 15 20 50 100
Set1 47.77 56.56 58.05 58.54 60.30 60.31
Set2 49.30 58.75 60.21 61.11 64.23 65.51
Set3 52.55 79.73 73.99 67.78 68.10 67.13

Table 7: Confusion Matrix results for optimal classifier3.

Applications Gmail Ymail Amazon BBC Bing Facebook Google UoP site YouTube
Gmail 198 0 0 0 3 6 14 5 13
Ymail 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Amazon 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
BBC 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
Bing 4 0 0 0 20 2 16 0 7
Facebook 14 0 0 0 5 82 0 0 8
Google 32 0 2 0 2 2 247 0 12
UoP site 11 0 0 0 0 3 0 90 1
YouTube 30 0 0 0 4 0 20 0 198
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method. Finally, a more accurate approach for labelling the
traffic should also be incorporated to ensure the robustness of
the method.
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